
Advanced Programming with Java

Two of the more advanced features of the Java
Programming Lanaguage are inner classes, a
class declaration nested within another class
declaration, and reflection, an API that
dynamically provides information about classes
such as their name and methods. Inner classes
are used often in GUI programming. Reflection
and class loading provide the foundation for
technologies such as Remote Method Invocation
and JavaBeans software components.
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Inner Classes

Some classes have a very limited use

• Only used by one other class

• Only instantiated once

Classes can be declared inside another class

• Called “inner classes”

For instance, java.util.Map declares an inner interface
named Entry.

• Its fully-qualified name is java.util.Map.Entry

• Objects that implement Map.Entry are returned by
the entrySet method of Map

• The name of an inner class’s class file is encoded
with a $: java/util/Map$Entry.class
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Example of an inner class

From Map.java:

package java.util;
public interface Map {

int size();
boolean isEmpty();
boolean containsKey(Object key);
boolean containsValue(Object value);
Object get(Object key);
Object put(Object key, Object value);
Object remove(Object key);
void putAll(Map t);
void clear();
public Set keySet();
public Collection values();
public Set entrySet();

public interface Entry {
Object getKey();
Object getValue();
Object setValue(Object value);
boolean equals(Object o);
int hashCode();

}

boolean equals(Object o);
int hashCode();

}
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Using an inner class

Printing out the contents of a Map

public void printMap(Map<Object, Object> map,
PrintWriter pw) {

for (Map.Entry<Object, Object> entry :
map.entrySet()) {

Object key = entry.getKey();
Object value = entry.getValue();
pw.println(key + " -> " + value);

}
}

Some more notes about inner classes:

• Inner classes may not have non-final static
members

• Inner classes may be marked as static

– Static inner classes cannot reference the outer
class’s instance members

– Static methods of an outer class can only create
instances of static inner classes

• Non-static inner classes have an implicit reference to
their outer object
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Anonymous inner classes

Sometimes you only need a class once. Why bother
writing it at all?

Class declarations can be “inlined” into methods

“Anonymous Inner Class”

An anonymous inner class may only reference final
variables of the method in which it is declared

• May need to qualify variable with the name of the
outer class (Outer.this)

The names of the class file for anonymous inner classes
are encoded with numbers:

edu/pdx/cs410J/reflect/FindClassFiles$1.class

is the first anonymous inner class declared in
FindClassFiles

Anonymous classes are especially handy when writing
event handlers in GUI programming

• Create a specific piece of code that is only used in
one place
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Using Anonymous Inner Classes

package edu.pdx.cs410J.reflect;
import java.io.*;

public class FindClassFiles {
private static void findFiles(File dir) {

final String suffix = ".class";

File[] classFiles =
dir.listFiles(new FilenameFilter() {

public boolean accept(File dir, String name) {
return name.endsWith(suffix);

}
});

for (int i = 0; i < classFiles.length; i++)
System.out.println(classFiles[i]);

File[] subdirs =
dir.listFiles(new FileFilter() {

public boolean accept(File file) {
return file.isDirectory();

}
});

for (int i = 0; i < subdirs.length; i++)
findFiles(subdirs[i]);

}
}
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Class Loading

Java classes are stored in class files that describe the
class, its methods, and its fields

• Class files may reside on a files system, may be
downloaded over the network, etc.

• The behavior of a class may be restricted for security
purposes based on the origin of its class file

A class is dynamically “loaded” into a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) the first time it is accessed in a program:

• An instance of the class is created

• One of its static fields is referenced
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Class Loading

A java.lang.ClassLoader is an object that reads a
class file and turns it into a class for use by the JVM

• Classes may be implicitly loaded during normal JVM
operation

• ClassLoader’s loadClass method explicitly loads a
class into the JVM

• A ClassLoader may have a “parent” ClassLoader
that it delegates to before attempting to load a class

Every JVM has at least three class loaders:

• The “boot” class loader: loads classes like
java.lang.Object, has a null ClassLoader object

• The “extension” class loader: loads third-party
classes from $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/ext with the
same security as boot classes

• The “system” class loader: loads classes from the
CLASSPATH (obtained via a call to ClassLoader’s
static getSystemClassLoader method)
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Kinds of class loaders

java.lang.ClassLoader

java.net.URLClassLoader

java.security.SecureClassLoader

ClassLoader provides methods for loading a class with a
given name, creating a class from the contents of a byte
array, and loading “resources” associated with a class

SecureClassLoader adds the ability to obtain the
Permissions granted to classes loaded by the class
loader

URLClassLoader can be directly instantiated to load
classes from a given set of URLs
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An Example Class Loader

package edu.pdx.cs410J.reflect;

import java.io.File;
import java.net.*;

public class LoggingClassLoader
extends URLClassLoader {

public LoggingClassLoader(URL[] urls,
ClassLoader parent) {

super(urls, parent);
}

public Class loadClass(String className)
throws ClassNotFoundException {

System.out.println("Loading " + className);
return super.loadClass(className);

}
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An Example Class Loader

public static void main(String[] args) {
File file = new File(args[0]);
String className = args[1];

try {
URL[] urls = new URL[] { file.toURL() };
ClassLoader parent =

ClassLoader.getSystemClassLoader();
ClassLoader cl =

new LoggingClassLoader(urls, parent);
cl.loadClass(className);

} catch (MalformedURLException ex) {
String s = "Bad URL: " + ex;
System.err.println(s);

} catch (ClassNotFoundException ex) {
String s = "Could not find class " + className;
System.err.println(s);

}
}

}

$ java edu.---.LoggingClassLoader \
/u/whitlock/jars/family.jar \
edu.pdx.cs410J.family.Person

Loading edu.pdx.cs410J.family.Person
Loading java.lang.Object
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The Meta Class

A ClassLoader not only loads a class for use by the JVM,
but it also creates an instance of java.lang.Class to
model the class

• java.lang.Class (the class Class) is the “meta
class” that models a class itself

• Object’s getClass method returns the Class of an
object

A Class object provides information about the class:

• getName, getPackage, isArray, isInterface, ,
getSuperclass, etc.

• The newInstance method will invoke the class’s
zero-argument constructor and return the new
instance as an Object

You can also access the Class of a class with the
following notation

Class c1 = String.class;
Class c2 = Integer.class;
Class c3 = int.class; // Class for int
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Example of the Meta Class

package edu.pdx.cs410J.reflect;

public class InstantiateClass {
public static void main(String[] args) {

try {
ClassLoader cl =

ClassLoader.getSystemClassLoader();
Class c = cl.loadClass(args[0]);
Object o = c.newInstance();
System.out.println(o);

} catch (InstantiationException ex) {
String s = "Could not instantiate " + args[0];
System.err.println(s);

} catch (IllegalAccessException ex) {
String s = "No public constructor for " +

args[0];
System.err.println(s);

} catch (ClassNotFoundException ex) {
String s = "Could not find " + args[0];
System.err.println(s);

}
}

}

$ java edu.---.InstantiateClass java.util.Date
Thu Jul 28 16:32:57 PDT 2005
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The Meta Class

Class has two static convenience methods for loading
classes:

• The three-argument forName will load a class of a
given name (if it has not already been loaded) using
a given class loader and return its Class

forName has a boolean argument that determines
whether or not the class is initialized

• Class initialization sets the initial values of a class’s
static fields

• The class’s static initializer (static { ... }) is
executed

The one-arg forName will load a class with a given name
using the class loader for the calling class and will
initialize the class
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Modeling Fields and Methods

The Method and Field classes in java.lang.reflect
model methods and fields

• A Class’s getField and getMethod methods return
the public field or method with the given name

– Will examine superclasses

• A Class’s getDeclaredField and
getDeclaredMethod methods return a field or
method declared by that class

– May be public, protected, default, or private

– Superclasses will not be examined

There is also a Constructor class that models a class’s
constructor (and its parameter types)

While performing reflection, several exceptions may be
thrown

• ClassNotFoundException, NoSuchFieldException,
NoSuchMethodException
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Modeling Fields and Methods

A Field has methods to access the name, type,
accesibility (public, protected, etc.) of the field

• The value of the Field can be obtained and set
using reflection

A Method can be invoked on a given object with a given
array of parameter objects

• Instances of the “wrapper” classes should be used in
place of primitive values

See edu.pdx.cs410J.reflect.DescribeClass for an
example of the kinds of information reflection can give
you
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So what?

Why is reflection interesting?

• One of the more advanced features of the Java
programming language

• Allows code to be dynamically loaded into a JVM

• Reflection can manipulate objects without having to
know object’s type

– Separates tools that work with objects from the
objects themselves (software components)

• Used beneath the covers of several Java
technologies

– When an object is deserialized, it is created and
filled in using reflection

– Java source is generated dynamically, compiled,
and loaded by an application-defined class loader

– User classes are examined and byproducts are
generated on the fly

– Tests are run reflectively using a test harness
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Resources

As program become more complex, it makes sense to
separate “resources” that are used by the program

• Text messages

• Images and sound files

Java provides an API for obtaining resources that are
independent from the code that executes them

• Resources are identified by a /-separated name with
an optional . extension

• Resource names usually mirror the package naming
scheme: edu/pdx/cs410J/error messages.txt

• Resources may reside on the file system, in a jar file,
in a database, in another object, etc.
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Using a ClassLoader to Obtain Resources

A system resource is like a system class

• Built-in to the Java system

• Obtained with ClassLoader’s getSystemResource
method (returns a URL)

• Searches every entry in the CLASSPATH

• It the resource cannot be found, null is returned

Other class loaders (e.g. AppletClassLoader) can use
their own getResource method

Class has a getResource method that will look for a
resource relative to the class’s package name

• This allows you change the name of your packages
without changing the resource-related code

• If the name begins with /, it is considered “absolute”
and the package name will not be consulted

You can obtain an InputStream for reading resources
with getResourceAsStream and
getSystemResourceAsStream
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Example of Resources

The following program reads a text resource that contains
the Declaration of Independence and prints it to standard
out

• The Declaration of Independence is a big text file

• We don’t want to “hand code” it in our program

The text of the Declaration of Indenpendence is placed in
a file named doi.txt and is added to the examples.jar
file under the entry:

edu/pdx/cs410J/reflect/doi.txt
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Example of Resources

package edu.pdx.cs410J.reflect;

import java.io.*;
import java.net.URL;

public class PrintDeclaration {

public static void main(String[] args) {
String absoluteName =

"/edu/pdx/cs410J/reflect/doi.txt";
Class c = PrintDeclaration.class;
URL url = c.getResource(absoluteName);
System.out.println(url);

try {
InputStream is =

c.getResourceAsStream("doi.txt");
BufferedReader br =

new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is));
while (br.ready()) {

System.out.println(br.readLine());
}

} catch (IOException ex) {
ex.printStackTrace(System.err);

}
}

}
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Example of Resources

$ java edu.---.PrintDeclaration
jar:file:/u/whitlock/jars/examples.jar!/edu/pdx/cs410J/reflect/doi.txt

IN CONGRESS, July 4, 1776.

The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America,

When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and
...

Note the funky URL

• The resource was loaded from a jar file

• It URL encodes that fact

The resource API forms the foundation of Java’s
localization capabilities

• Different resources are loaded depending on the
Locale in which the program is executing

• Error messages in different languages

• See Locale, ResourceBundle, and Formatter
classes
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Summary

Java’s Reflection API allow program to inspect objects
and their classes

• A ClassLoader reads class files to create Class
objects

• Classes can be loaded explicitly for use by programs

• You can access the Fields and Methods of a Class

• The ClassLoader also lets you locate external
program resources
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